Surrey
take back
the beaches!
Full report and all you need to know
about SOFER inside!
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Happy
Anniversary !!!
Harley-Davidson and HOG 105 & 25
years respectively.
“Congratulations”.
A good contingent of Surrey HOG
have just returned from the
anniversary bash in a rather wet
Minehead, made all the worse by
seeing the women’s Wimbledon final
played out in glorious sunshine,
but never the less we had a good
ride down on some quiet roads in
the dry with the odd sunny spell, it
was even nice enough to sit outside
for lunch.
On arrival the rain started, we
collected our keys and found
something rather unusual, an
impostor had claimed our rally
banner, “Impossible!” we said.
But it was true, some one calling
themselves Dik Gregory had already
collected it.
Must be a some mistake there is
only one Dik Gregory,
there is only one Surrey Chapter.
As we all know imitation is the best
form of compliment that you can
give.
The point is that there are many
copies but only one proper V Twin
Cruiser, and only one Surrey
Chapter #9084 and that’s US!!
We’ve had some great rideouts so
far this year despite the poor
weather, one of the best has been
the popular Midnight Madness which
this year actually fell on
Midsummer’s Day.
Twenty plus bikes turned up at
Rykas despite the dodgy looking
weather.
Even with all the road closures and
new one-way systems, we still
managed to get to all the main
Landmarks, have a pint in Covent
Garden, a photo shoot on the steps
of St Paul’s, completed with
something to eat at the Old County
Hall.
A great night out was had by all.

Reservoir HOGS, Minehead

There have also been two great
weekend trips away and it didn’t rain
on either of them. One was to Sedan
on the May Bank Holiday when the
sun shone from start to finish I think
this is was the first May Bank
Holiday when we didn’t get wet at
least once in the last 8 years or so.
The D-Day invasion trip didn’t
have as much Sun but this was more
than made up for by the great
atmosphere and good food.
The year is not finished yet, we’re
still looking for Cheddar George!!
Checking out some vineyards with
the Reims Chapter amongst other
things.
And of course there is the
SOFER Rally at Bisley
as well as some great
day rides left to come,
hopefully along with
the Sunshine!!
One last thing, you may
of noticed a change in the
Eshot, well I hope so!!

Instead of giving out loads of
information It now will only give
specific info for the following
weekend or info which needs your
immediate action if you wish to do
so.
As always full details of all events
are in the members area of our web
site www.surreyhog.info.
Finally will the real Dik Gregory step
forward?
Keith Dorling
Assistant Director & Treasurer

A matter of perspective
In late June one of our road
crew, Ken Kirkpatrick, took
this picture of the dealership
while he was out checking
Surrey’s self-guided rides for
the Bisley Rally.
Work is well underway to
transform Weyvern House into
a dealership to be proud of.
Unfortunately, it looks like it won’t be open in time for the
Rally itself, so no Poker Run stop there this year, I’m
afraid. Still, we can’t blame them for making sure
Guildford Harley-Davidson is ready for two thousand
discerning Harley owners to come through the doors.
If you want a taste of their other place, check out
www.norwichharleydavidson.co.uk. We’ve got a good
feeling about these folks.
We have heard that a Dealer Principal (DP) has been
appointed and recruiting is well underway for the staff.
On the Chapter side, HOG UK are meeting with key
dealership staff in early August to coordinate
arrangements. There will be some new and exciting
developments, so be sure to check out our website as
things hot up for summer!

Guildford Harley-Davidson under development (late Jun 08)

Albert Rapacioli was the second Chapter Director,
serving for 7 years from 1993. He is still a member of
Surrey HOG and tells me that he was appointed after an
unseemly Club Night scrap in the car park. The result
was that the first Director, John Wilson, left to found the
American Motorcycle Owners Club (AMOC) while others
left to form the North Downs Harley Owners Club.
AMOC is still flourishing. The other one appears to have
faded somewhat.

Actually, it’s exactly at a time like this that it seems right
to remind ourselves of who we are and where we’ve
come from.

The other ruction occurred three years ago after a
period of strained relationships between the dealership
and the (then) Chapter management. Fortunately, the
current Committee and HOG UK were able to navigate
the Chapter through a particularly difficult time –
including two years without a dealership at all – resulting
in the bright future we now face.

For reference, the oldest Chapter in the UK is Rolling
Hills (Cheltenham). It was founded on 10 May 1989
when it also became the first official Chapter in Europe.
th
Rolling Hills has just had its 19 birthday.

Having a sense of our history provides us with an
important perspective. It reveals lessons about what
works and what doesn’t – patterns to repeat and those
to avoid.

By (close!) comparison, Surrey HOG is 17 years old this
year, having received our Chapter Licence (#9084) from
HOG UK on 31 Oct 1991.

From this perspective, we await the transformation of
Weyvern House with considerable anticipation and with
three commitments in mind.

This means that of the five Chapters involved in SOFER,
we are the oldest – but only just! Invicta was founded
exactly 6 weeks after us. Next came Thames Valley
(now 10 years old), then 1066 (now 6 years old) and
finally Oxford (now five years old).

1. The Chapter is committed to forging a long and
successful relationship with our new dealership – to the
benefit of all.

In our 17 years, we’ve survived two major Chapter
ructions, five Chapter Directors, no less than eleven DPs
and we are now on our third dealership. We’ve had fun!
Elsewhere in this newsletter is a historical graphic
showing some of the key dates. Many of these will be
news to newer members. But there are still many current
Chapter members who can remember most of these
events!

2. We are committed to the HOG Charter – which
ensures our continued membership of a like-minded,
world-wide organisation.
3. And above all, we are committed to continue as an
uncomplicated, friendly, responsive Club that does the
rides and events that its members want to do.
Look forward to seeing you on the road!
Dik Gregory, Assistant Director

D-Day June 2008
This was our first European trip with
Surrey HOG and our first trip to the
Normandy area of France. Golly
and I had been looking forward to it
since booking it up last October.
That said we were both a bit
apprehensive about being with
people that we didn’t really know,
after all we only joined the
chapter a few months
earlier, so still felt like a “new
boy (and girl)”. Golly was
also worried about the early
start, as being on time, as
most of you now know, is not
one of her strengths.
Anyway we managed to get
up to be on the road at 6.
The weather was good and
the prospects for the
weekend were also good, so
it was a great start.
On route to the start Roger
& Babs came flying past, so
we picked up speed and followed
them to Clackett Services. Once at
the services there was a quick hello
and chat before the whistle went
and we all scrambled to the bikes!
24 bikes left the services together
and travelled in convoy down to
Folkestone. Even at this early stage
in the ride it was already starting to
feel like this was going to be great
event.
Arrival in France
We disembarked, quickly refuelled
and rode in convoy to Neufchateau
for a lunch stop. On route we went
through a long well lit tunnel and all
the chrome on the immaculately
clean bikes bounced
psychedelically in every direction.
On arrival at the sleepy town of
Neufchateau, it quickly woke up as
the convoy of Harleys roared slowly
through the narrow streets. To the
older residents it probably did
sound like another invasion. We all
parked up in town square and
immediately attracted large
numbers of passing onlookers. We
all dived into various local cafes for
lunch, all conscious of the agreed
meet up time and the French laid
back attitude to time. So a bit of a
rush by all accounts but we hit lucky
and found a nice restaurant.

Unfortunately service was a bit
slow, so we quickly realised that
there was only time for one course.
After lunch the whistle went for a
short briefing on the rest of the ride
followed by another mad scramble
for the final part of the journey to
Honfleur. By the time we left, a
large crowd had gathered to see us
off. This was clearly going to be a
regular occurrence throughout the
trip.

The ride through the French
countryside and villages to Honfleur
was even better than first part of the
journey. Riding in convoy through
the quiet sleepy villages and then
down the traffic free country lanes
was just fantastic. Even down the
country lanes, where cows grazed
in the surrounding fields, our
presence was felt. For some reason
the more common black and white
cows (probably Holsteins) took one
look and just stampeded in the
opposite direction, whilst the more
unusual white cows did not bat an
eyelid. It was like they were saying
“bloody noisy bikers, we’ve seen it
all before”. Either that or they were
just stone deaf!

Eventually we all arrived at the
hotel. Considering the number of
people, the check-in was very
efficient and we were all made to

feel welcome. Golly had the room
key before I’d even parked up the
bike. In the evening we all dined
together in the hotel, in a dedicated
room. It was a good meal but more
importantly a great way of meeting
everyone and getting to know
people.
Day 2 June 6th
Despite a tiring first day, everyone
made it down to breakfast so as to
be ready for the “off” with a full tank
of fuel. The whistle blew and we
were given a quick brief of the
planned days ride. I think it was at
this first meeting that Golly started
to build her reputation for being late
or last. To my surprise we also said
goodbye to Gary, who had a led the
ride down the previous day, as
apparently he had to get back in the
UK. The ride was now being lead by
Graham, who unbeknown to us at
the time also had an apartment in
Honfleur, so knew the area well.

First stop of the day was the
famous Pegasus Bridge. The ride
there was through small towns,
villages and lovely countryside; a
really nice relaxing ride. This part of
the ride was my first experience of
riding behind the chapter flag. It
was great when open and flapping
around but when folded, especially
at speed; it was like riding behind a
missile aimed directly at me. The
faster we went the more horizontal
the folded flag would become and
the faster it appeared to spin round.
It certainly kept me alert!
As we approached Pegasus Bridge,
it was just like the numerous
pictures that I’d seen over the
years. There was some traffic
crossing the bridge together with
some authentic looking WWII
soldiers marching to bag pipe
music. We felt a little sorry for the
guy trying to play the pipes as our
Harley convoy rode past him, but he
struggled on. We had an extended

stop at the bridge due to an unlucky
puncture in the group. After a quick
coffee in the famous bridge café we
all moved across the road to the
tank opposite and climbed on for
group photo opportunity; climbing
being the operative word. Getting
down, with full leathers on, was not
so easy! Indeed the protective
padding helped soften the landing
for some.

After the photo we quickly moved
off in convoy towards Arromanches
for the main event of the day.
Unfortunately Graham and Gina
had a “minor spill” on the way,
which shook everyone, but
thankfully after some minor
patchwork both them and their bike
were OK. Keith then took over the
lead and led the convoy to
Arromanches. As we approached
the centre of the town, bystanders
along the narrow streets greeted us;
some were even jumping out into
the road for photo opportunities. An
amazing atmosphere! On arrival
there was a WWII military vehicle
display, together with local people
dressed up in authentic uniforms of
the time. There was even a couple
of original Harley’s to touch.

After a leisurely stroll around the
town we then all moved off to
Omaha Beach and the American
Cemetery. It was huge, well kept but
most of all a very moving and sad
experience. As it was the

anniversary of D Day, there were
veterans walking around, recalling
their personal D Day experiences.
The beach itself, which sat below
the cemetery, was very open with
very little protective cover.
After a great day out we then
returned to the hotel in convoy, for a
night in Honfleur. We walked down
to the town centre, turned the
corner and saw this amazing
harbour full of small boats and
yachts. It was simply beautiful and
picturesque, surrounded by
restaurants. The harbour is clearly a
major feature of the town because
every time we mention Honfleur to
anyone they always comment on
the harbour. The hardest part of the
evening was trying to pick out a
restaurant, whilst walking round the
harbour. There were so many that
you could spend a year there,
eating in a different restaurant every
night!
Day 3 June 7th
Day 3 started with a leisurely
breakfast, followed by a stroll
around the local market. As usual
we seemed to be running late
resulting in Golly and me riding
down to the market. This proved to
be a blessing because it restricted
what we could buy. Even on the
bike time soon started to run out;
(thankfully as the limited luggage
space was starting to overflow).
Once back at the hotel everyone
got back on the bikes and we went
on a leisurely ride to a nearby
crepes restaurant for lunch. The
owner made us all very welcome.
There was the usual photo call (for
owner and guests) as we departed
in the clouds of dust; created by the
odd pair of down pipes!

walk off the excess weight along the
boardwalk. From there it was back
on the bikes and off to the Calvados
distillery to sample and introduce us
all to some of their strong cider
based beverages. Oh and we also
saw the making process! That
evening, after an aperitif at Graham
and Gina’s it was off to Honfleur
harbour again to sample more of
the local food and drink.
Experimenting with our new found
knowledge of Calvados cider based
drinks, it was by all accounts a
great final night; well that’s what
those who could remember it
thought.
Day 4 June 8th
Sadly this was departure day. We’d
all had a great ride down and a
fantastic time in Normandy; but
although we were coming to the
end the trip home was still viewed
as another adventure. We left the
hotel for the last time to the usual
waving and photo clicking
spectators.
Whilst still dry, it was noticeably
cooler than the previous days; in
fact when we stopped most of us
put on extra layers and linings. We
stopped off for lunch at
Neufchateau, where we’d stopped
on-route a few days earlier; though
this time everything seemed to be
shut. Graham came to the rescue
when he found a little 2 storey
corner café. He spoke to the owner
and they were prepared to feed all
of us. We bundled in, went up stairs
and then used up any remaining
space with the riding gear. We all
got amazing service there, primarily
from a kindly waitress who seemed
to do nothing but run up and down
the stairs; always with a smile on
her face.
After lunch, as we headed back to
Calais for the final leg of the trip, the
weather started to change for the
better. A final good ride back, before
getting to channel tunnel. We were
slightly later than planned and
probably due to some French
communication problem, the group
got separated for the first time. I
think the first 5 bikes managed to
get on the booked train, but the rest

Full of crepes we then went of to
the sandy beach at Deauvilles to

of us got stopped at the barrier, to
wait for the next train. Once through
the tunnel, we parted company and
made our own way home.
Summary
It was the end of our first European
ride with Surrey Hog. All we had left
was the numerous photos and
memories of the experiences and a
lot of new friends. It was a great
event, better that we could ever
have imagined. We met some great
people, made lots of new friends
and look forward to many more
trips. For new members, doing a trip
like this is a great way of getting to
really know people with similar
interests in life. Surrey Hog is a
great crowd and it’s a privilege of.
Cliff & Golly

Some riders are reluctant to use the front brake in any
conditions because they fear the possibility of locking
the front wheel. This means they lose most of their
braking capability. There are a number of situations
where you are advised to avoid using the front brake but
this is not rigid advice. As you develop experience and
your feel for your machine improves, you will develop
the ability to use the front brake in adverse situations.
It is a question of your awareness of the tolerances of
tyre grip and of your finesse in operating the controls.
Reliance on the rear brake alone has serious
disadvantages. Using it alone, especially under hard
braking, causes the rear wheel to rise, lock and bounce
along the road. This greatly extends the braking
distance and de stabilises the bike.
The best combination of front and rear braking varies
with speed, direction of travel, and road surface
conditions. General advice on which combination to
use is given below:
When to apply the brakes and by how much depends on
your speed, the space available, the road surface and
your assessment of the appropriate speed for
approaching the hazard. Braking should normally be
progressive and increased steadily until most of the
unwanted speed has been lost; pressure on the brakes
should then be decreased to ensure maximum
smoothness.
Many Harley riders take up motorcycling for the first time
having learned their basic Roadcraft from the comfort
of a car, followed by a later migration to leisure
motorcycling. Unfortunately when an emergency braking
situation arises the tendency is to stamp your foot on the
big pedal resulting in a spectacular ‘rear’ tyre smoking,
wildcat, eye-popping motorcycle braking display!

Help is at hand:
(Excuse the pun) Each wheel of a motorcycle supplies a
different amount of braking. Under braking, the weight of
the machine shifts forward onto the front wheel,
improving front tyre grip and reducing back tyre grip.
The front wheel produces the largest braking effort;
the rear wheel produces a smaller but significant
amount. In normal conditions optimum braking is
achieved by using both brakes, applying the front brake
momentarily before the rear.
Braking effort has to be applied to the two wheels with
great sensitivity and discrimination. The shift in weight
off the rear tyre onto the front tyre means that it is
relatively easy to exceed the amount of tyre grip
available at the rear tyre. Excessive pressure on the rear
brake will cause the rear tyre to lock. On a bend this will
cause the back end to swing out and will destabilise the
sideways balance of the machine.

Follow these guidelines for braking:
• Brake firmly only when travelling in a straight line!
• Brake in plenty of time
• Adjust brake pressure to the condition of the road
surface (I brake with 2 fingers only in poor conditions
and select the correct gear to control my speed).

Avoid using the front brake
- When the machine is banked
- When turning
- On loose or slippery
surfaces (gravel, grass,
snow).
Graham Woods
Safety Officer/Road Captain
ROSPA

Sportsbike!!
Alarm goes off 7am Sunday morning and down to make
the tea, it’s a bright dry morning with a slight chill in the
air, perfect. Slip on the leathers then out to the garage to
warm up the Ducati. First stop the petrol station to fill up
with Super Unleaded and wait for the other guys to
arrive, for our Sunday morning blast to the cafe.
7.25 am and the others start rolling in; Yamaha R6,
Kawasaki ZX6R, Honda CBR600 and a Triumph 675,
then the lovely smell of Castrol R from the Aprilla RS250
followed by the mighty growl of a Ducati 999R.
We are just about to set off from East Sussex on twisty
route to the cafe at Cowfold. As we are about to leave
another bike turns up, it can’t be one of our group, no
fairing for a start! As it pulls up we recognise the rider, it
is one of us after all, but he’s on a Harley!!!
He takes off his helmet with a big grin on his face, we all
point, what’s that? After the initial piss taking, ‘where’s
your chaps, tattoo, clip on ponytail’ etc. we all inspect
the bike. This is no ordinary Harley, short wheelbase,

upside down forks, quiet exhaust, not an ounce of
chrome to be seen and tassel free!
The finish of the bike looks really good and has lovely
matt metallic paint, the foot pegs seem to be in the right
place too, which is very unusual for a Harley, the only bit
that really stands out are the clocks, as quoted from
MCN ‘the clocks on the Ducati look like they are made
by Rolex, the Harley’s like Elizabeth Duke from Argos’
other than that the overall look is really nice and
different. Apparently the XR1200 does 127 mph and
although heavy compared to our sports bike handles
pretty well too.
We set off on one of our favourite routes, over Ditchling
Beacon and Devils Dyke and the Harley seems to be
hanging on quite well. The owner ‘Jez’ is a very
experienced rider and racing driver and seems to be
able to get any bike to go quickly (even a BMW GS!) but
this Harley really does seem to cope quite well on the
twisty roads, it’s only when we get to the really fast
sweeping bends ‘I can’t say what speed incase Mum’s
reading this’ that the Harley struggles. With a set of
Screaming Eagle pipes it might even keep up!
The only question now is, will he bring it on a trackday?
Matthew Woods (Woody’s Son) Ducati 749

SOFER ‘08
Surrey HOG at

What YOU need
to know to get the
best out of the
Bisley Rally!

exclusive

Rally Guide
for

Surrey HOG
Chapter
Members

FREE
Chapter BBQ
Sat at 6pm!

ALL YOUR BISLEY RALLY QUESTIONS ANSWERED!
Well, the important ones anyway...
Where can I get tickets?

Where will I find Surrey HOG?

Either send a cheque for £27.50 per ticket to

We plan to be camping in the area shown in

Sharon - see Notices page on our website, or

the map on this page - same as last year. This

buy them online at www.sofer.uk.com anytime

area will be Chapter HQ for the entire rally -

up to 28/7, subject to availability. Tickets not

look for the flags!

needed for accompanied children under 16.

I’m not camping - are there hotel rooms?

What do I get for my money?

Yes, but it won’t be so much fun! We are

Ticket price includes all bands and attractions

holding a few nearby hotel rooms, They are

and two nights camping. Pre-paid ticket

available on a first come first served basis, so

holders will receive a rally pack with pin,

email Sharon asap. Shuttle buses are laid on.

patch, gift and bottle of water. Rally T-shirts

What’s happening Thursday night?

will be available for purchase on site at

Club Night will be on Thu 31/7 at our camp

additional cost.

area. So if you aren’t camping, or even if

Will there be day tickets on the Saturday?

you’re not coming to the Rally itself, come

Maybe. There are a max of 2,000 tickets. Any

over to Bisley anyway. You don’t need tickets

unsold may be made available for Saturday.

until Friday.

Last year they were £20. The only way to be

Is Surrey HOG having a party?

sure is to buy them now at £27.50.

You betcha - for the whole weekend! Come to

I’m camping - when should I arrive?

Surrey HOG hospitality for beer, wine, soft

Bring your gear as early as possible on Fri

drinks and nibbles on Club Night, through the

1/8. Check in at Arrivals and we will help you

whole Rally. Don’t forget to toss a coin or two

choose a pitch near the Chapter. If you have

into the charity bucket! On Sat around 6 (after

volunteered as Rally Crew, you can set up on

the Chapter Challenge) come along to Norm

Thu so you can help with Arrivals early on Fri.

& Dave’s BBQ - free to all Chapter members!
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SOFER Rally site at Bisley
Showing location of Surrey HOG, which will be
next to the Arrivals Station.
Map thanks to Google Maps

www.surreyhog.info

CHILL = COOL!

What’s happening Friday?

What’s the Chapter Challenge?

Ride your bike asap through Arrivals and get

A lot of fun! Surrey HOG is hoping to do really

banded up. This is when you need your ticket.

well this year against the other Chapters, but

Unbanded people and bikes will not be

we need Chapter Members to enter. The

allowed to remain on site. Wander over to

Poker Run is part of it with points (and cash!)

Registration (opposite the Pavilion) and get

for the best card hands, and we already have

your Rally Pack. Then it’s chill time! Get

our Clay Pigeon Shooting Team. We need

oriented. Visit the Trader Area, Take out a

people for the field games which start at 3pm

Demo Harley. Enjoy the afternoon bands. Eat

on Sat and include:

at any of the many food outlets. Hang out at

Motorcycling field games

the Surrey HOG camp area and have a drink

• Slow ride
• HOG sticking

with us. Watch Vera’s LOH Top Gun Ride leave
in the early evening. Check out the evening
bands in the Pavilion. Enjoy the sounds and
sights of 2,000 bikers having fun!

What’s happening Saturday?

• Bike wash
Inflatables(!) field games
• Penalty shoot-out
• Pole jousting

the big ride-outs. 1066 are going to Elstead

• Assault course
We are depending on you! There is honour to

while Thames Valley are going to Bramley.

be won! Huge cups too, for the Chapter

There will be 100+ bikes on each, so you will

cabinet in the new dealership! So sign up with

need to pre-book in Registration (see map

us at the Surrey HOG camp area from Thur -

over page). Or better still, go on Surrey HOG’s

the more that enter, the better we’ll do!

Poker Run - pick up a form in Registration.

How can I help?

Escorts by Surrey HOG road crew. You could

First, by volunteering as Rally Crew - see

win £100 cash for yourself and win us valuable

panel on this page. Second, by entering the

Chapter Challenge points! Enter your bike in

Chapter Challenge on Saturday via the Poker

the Ride-in Bike Show. Gasp at the Wall of

Run and field games.

Death. Come to Norm & Dave’s BBQ - free to

Be there!

Chapter members. Enjoy more great bands

The main thing though, is to be there. So

throughout the day and evening. And don’t

make sure of your tickets today.

miss the massive fireworks display at the end!

We can’t wait!

As for Friday! Plus you could also join one of

Rally Crew volunteers needed
Volunteering as Rally Crew not
only helps the Chapter fulfill our
obligations. It also makes you
feel much more part of it and
have even more fun. And you
earn a special pin! We need
people to assist in the Poker
Run and Bike Banding at the
Arrivals station. Please contact
Dik Gregory or send email to
rallycrew@surreyhog.info

Buy your
rally tickets
from me asap!
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D-Day
Invasion 2008
My interest in the trip enhanced by
memories of my dad’s close friend
Dudley Green, who at the ripe old
age of 18 exited the landing craft on
6th June 1944 to tread on a mine,
which possibly saved his life!!! His
leg was blown off and he
remembered seeing the remains of
flesh flapping in the wind. He was
my mentor in my formative years, a
very patient and skilled man, alas
now passed on. So for me it was
D-Day for Dudley.
Day 1 -We arrived at the Eurotunnel
quite early and parked by the
services area, before long a few
Harleys could be seen coming
through the ticket barriers and
thankfully Keith spotted us and
popped round to collect us as the
group decided to opt for the earlier
train.
Tunnel journey over, a quick
regroup and then off towards
Neufchatel-en-Bray where we
parked up, in a church square, and
proceeded to the closest bar/
restaurant for a very pleasant lunch.
Lunch over we set off in the
direction of Le Havre and Le Pont
de Normandie. A fine site we made
crossing the bridge, and it wasn’t
long before we entered Honfleur in
style and headed up to our Hotel.
It was beer o’clock, and time to
practise a little French, before
readying ourselves for a group meal
in the hotel. A great evening.
Day 2 - dawned and not too worse
for wear, on the bike and down the
road to fill up before breakfast.
After a quick briefing from Graham
we departed for Pegasus Bridge,
riding on some twisty roads and
taking in the beautiful buildings and
countryside. 10k from Pegusus
Dave Atkinson’s rear tyre deflated,
Keith and Dik stayed with him and I
rode up past the ride to let Graham
know. We all safely pulled over and
waited for more news. Dave elected
to wait for the breakdown and
rescue service so Keith and Dik rejoined the ride and we were on our
way. Pegasus Bridge and a comfort

break, at the café Gondree which
was the1st building to be liberated
by the allies.
Didn’t expect to be short changed
by 10 Euros here, I thought they
liked the Brits! But all sorted after a
franglais discussion, thankfully.

It became apparent to me, as we
skirted along the coast road, just
what a massive undertaking the
D-Day invasion and subsequent
operation Overlord was. The sheer
scale of the coastline just for
starters, let alone the logistics.
Into Arromarche, bikes parked.

Then it was climb on the rusting
WWII tank for a group photo,
getting down being a bit tricky as it
was in need of some restoration.
After our coffee break we set off in
the direction of Arromarche.

We enjoyed a masive display of
WW2 vehicles displayed on the
promenade along with military
vehicle enthusiasts dressed in
1940’s uniforms adding to the
ambiance.

Found quite a nice place for lunch,
for the afternoon we were given the
option of the 360° cinema or a visit
to Omaha Beach and the American
War Grave Memorial. Unanimous
vote on the memorial. So off we
went. I had some very strange
feelings here.

Rows and rows of immaculate
White Crosses interspersed with a
few Stars of David, evoked a feeling
of what waste of life. Yet who knows
what the world would be like now if
this had not taken place.

Colin & Louise, Bernie & Maryellen,
Miklos & Sally, Cliff & Golly and
myself & Sandra dined together on
some very nice food and excellent
wine. Another great evening.
Day 3 - breakfast and a walk down
to the Saturday market in Honfleur.
A really pleasant experience,
sampling various meats and
cheeses ,

Time to go and whoops! Who
should be present on the exit
roundabout, the local police.
I doubt if anyone would have been
over the limit but we would have
surely had a whiff of alcohol on our
breath if we had been stopped.
Could have been embarrassing to
say the least.

trying to speak a little French, and
taking in the beautiful old buildings
and churches of the town. Honfleur
is really lovely.

Back at the hotel in time to freshen
up as Graham and Gina had kindly
invited us all to their apartment for
drinks and snacks prior to our
various booked evening meals in
Honfleur.
I looked at the red arrows, on the
memorial walls, depicting the
movement of allied troops across
Europe as the Nazi regime
retreated into defeat. I asked myself
would an individual’s life or death
make a difference to those arrows.
To me the arrows represent the
uncontrolled march of destiny for
the human race. Sometimes for
good but sometimes for bad. We
never learn, just look at the conflict
still occurring. Sorry! a bit sombre
and deep here.
A regroup and a very pleasant ride
back to beautiful Honfleur, and what
do you know, it’s beer o’clock time
again. Colin, kindly, hanging on in
Honfleur, to book a restaurant for a
few of us.

Goats cheese purchased we made
our way back to the hotel. A quick
re-fuel and we were ready for the
next ride. A visit to a local creperie.
for lunch. Savoury starter with local
“cidre” followed by a customised
sweet crepe. Lovely!

A few drinks, a few laughs, a few
well deserved accolades and a few
group photos and we were on our
way into town.
Our group of usual suspects once
again dining together. Another
fantastic evening in great company.

Back on the bikes and off to
Deauville. All agreed on just an hour
stop for coffee and then on to a
Calvados Distillery, Chateau de
Breuil. a very interesting process
and I had the opportunity of doing
my impression of a “pollinating
bee”, much to Rogers amusement.

Last but not least on our last night
we had all agreed to meet up at a
little bar on the main road back to
the hotel. Bit of a squeeze but a
good atmosphere. I tried my best to
get a “Green Cryptonite”(Dell Boy
pernod and crème de menthe) for
Sandra but to no avail. The franglais
letting me down. By now my feet
were killing me and the road had
been extended in length somehow.
Bed!!!

Tour over, time to sample the spirit.
Wow! Very nice, but very strong.
We all seemed to go a bit pink!

Day 4 - and luckily the local petrol
station was open for a final re-fuel.
Strange, as most are usually closed
on a Sunday in France.
Back on the road again,
having had good weather all
weekend today cooler and looking a
bit iffy.
A stop for lunch again in
Neufchatel-en-Bray, all managing to
fit into the same 1st floor room in a
small but very pleasant restaurant.
Then onto the “sous la manche”
and good ‘ol Blighty.
My 1st trip abroad with Surrey, and a
really enjoyable one. Here’s to
many more.
David Knight.

Goodwood
May 23
The best thing about rides with
HOG apart from meeting all your
friends and riding along with them,
is finding all the new and interesting
roads that the Ride Captains find for
us.
However well you may think you
know our county somehow they will
always find another pretty village,
road or lane which you have never
seen.
Graham certainly did us proud this
day, and what a ride it was, a
steady ride , well within the national
limits, waves at mr policeman with
his speed camera, and we were
soon at Goodwood.
The famous race circuit nestling in
the sussex country side, here they
were having a “Bikers Breakfast”
and it was packed.
A cracking day out, cheers Graham.
Ian Thoburn

PARAS ON
PARADE

What a brilliant day out, a
perfect day for riding, and
following Keith , who seems to
have an encyclopaedic
knowledge of the south of
England we soon met our
neighbouring chapters from
Thames Valley and New Forest
who had invited us at Southsea.
From here we were to ride into
the local Military show, where
they also held a veterans
parade, with Portsmouth such
an important centre for the
Commandos, marines and navy
this is quite an important show.

We now had about 70 gleaming
bikes this made an impressive
phalanx as we rumbled into the
arena, and here we paraded
around the ring , with all the
public waving and cheering, as
we started the second lap, we
now had a complete ring of
Harleys around the arena,

Once parked up it was picnics
for some (some in Thames
Valley are very organised)
burger vans for others, and the
arena shows for others, the
Solent Eagles, a youth bike
team were
superb.

During the final parade we even
were treated to the Red Arrows
flying over, with the clouds so
low there was no display sadly.
Waving each chapter off as they
departed their own ways, we
headed home.
Excellent
Ian Thoburn

Death Valley
June 2008
Flo and I booked all our travel
arrangements via the Internet.
Hotels, Flights and of course the
BIKE. Las Vegas HD where very
helpful on all aspect of the
booking.
We stayed at the Luxor for 2
days before picking up the bike
in which time we did the
compulsory Hover Dam and
Grand Canyon sight seeing tour
via Helicopter.

Leaving Las Vegas on our
GREEN ultra glide, yes green,
we soon found our way on to
Route 66 heading for Flagstaff
via Ye old London Bridge.

Crater City was one of 2 places
I really wanted to go on this trip.
It was really worth the wait,
because as a boy of 6 looking
into my first science booked at
this crater I knew that it had to
be seen for real. 44 years later
here I am on the Craters edge.

Loads of old Café closed down
en route.

Inclusive in the tour was a 12mile raft/boat trip down the
Colorado River starting directly
below the hover dam. Well worth
doing.

But we found a great Pink café
to have lunch in.

We stayed in Flagstaff over night
and were woken up every 30
minutes by a train horn, as it
passed through the town, so be
careful when staying near the
railway line.
We then travel through Sedona
south reaching heights of 7250
feet, chilly in places.

Then out into the real open
roads. The sun full on, as was the
cruise control.

stopped for a light lunch of crabs
legs. That is a bucket, which is
for the food not the rubbish.

The heat haze on the flat long
roads was as seen on TV. Some
roads where as long as 30 miles
between humps. Mountains that
seemed just a touch away were
taking an hour or more to reach.

Up to Longbeach and then out
into the country again heading
towards Death Valley.

10 days was not enough to really
see the USA but it really gives
you the bug for more.
Helpful hints for your trip.
Do not wear Leather jeans as
they will melt.
Make sure you know how to use
the cruise control on the bike
Make sure you use sun tan lotion

A night stop in Prescott (as in
John) directed us down loads of
great back roads heading
towards the Pacific coast

Highway 10 took us to Palm
Springs where a stop over meant
we ended up in a hotel with a
group of Harley riders from San
Diego out for a weekend trip.
Asking are you all on holiday?
They replied ‘ every day is a
holiday here’ Also met English
and German riders in same hotel.
On to Highway 1 travelling north
from Oceanside after Flo

The temperature was about 120 f
as we passed through some 100
miles of Moon like landscape.
Reaching the lowest point in the
USA at –282 feet the bike was
very hot and Flo was having to
take avoiding action to stop her
legs burning by hang them off
the foot rest.

When buying fuel by cash you
need to pay first at the garage
desk, they will give you your
change afterwards.
No need to book hotels enroute
as cheap as $55 per room per
night
If you are returning to same
point then the hotel will keep
any extra cases for a small
charge as we did in LV.
Always carry extra water

All too soon we were back in
Las Vegas handing back our
bike. A 2-hour spending spree
then took place. So much to see
in store.

Carl & Flo

proceeded through a gate to
park our bikes directly outside
the gallery entrance, as had
been previously arranged.
Peter Low had a small
problem restarting his bike as
the gate was opened but all
OK after a few minutes.
The tempting smell of bacon,
cooking, was ignored as we
took a short wet walk to the
Watt’s Memorial Chapel.

WATT’S WHAT
Well the weather forecast
wasn’t good, rain showers
moving across the country
followed by some sunny
intervals, but it seemed mild,
dry and quite pleasant out, so
hoping the met office was
wrong, dragged the bike from
the garage and changed the
seat to solo, as today Sandra
had lots of school work to
catch up on and had to stay
at home.
She would have loved the
treasure at the end of the ride
though. The threat of rain
must have put some people
off as only seven bikes and
riders turned up for
Catherine’s Watts what ride.
Literally just seconds before
we readied ourselves to leave
Ryka’s , some large raindrops
began falling. Roger deciding
it would come to nothing so
the wet gear remained
stashed.

The rain did stop and the ride
proceeded. A beautiful scenic
route through some lovely
Surrey villages, beech
woodlands just coming into
leaf, at lower levels, and
oceans of bluebells just prior
to full bloom and aroma.
It wasn’t long before the rain
started again and this time it
seemed to follow us, I think
Mik and Sally decided to call
it a day and took a right turn,
presumably heading off
home.
We encountered two
other rideouts, these
being of an
equestrian nature the
latter of the two
giving Steve a bit of a
moment in the village
of Shere, I believe.
We arrived in
Compton and headed
up past the Watt’s
Gallery café, and

Very impressive with its
ornate tile and brickwork
exterior, and the inside just
magnificent. I would love to
spend some time here on my
own, uninterrupted, as there
was a peaceful serenity to be
found.
We then walked through the
cemetery to the cloisters, with
some interesting brick arches
and then back to the gallery
past the Mary Seton Watts’
“well-head” over the well that
was used in the building of
the chapel.
The gallery did not open until
1 o’clock so we sat down in
the café and enjoyed bacon
and eggs, tea and coffee and
chatted to while away some
time.

Into the gallery and some
very interesting and evocative
paintings, some quite morbid
with corpse-like faces.
George Frederic Watts had a
fascination for the female
neck and many of his portraits
were of turned away faces
exposing the subject’s long
and pale flesh, Strange!

Steve wanted us to see the
horse and rider sculpture
known as “Physical Energy”,
again very impressive,
bronze’s of which are in South
Africa and Zimbabwe. On a
good day the large
external doors to this
part of the gallery are
opened and the Horse is
wheeled outside on
tracks, for an even
better view.
By now the rain had
stopped and the Sun
was trying it’s best to
break through, we
headed off together,
Roger and I taking the
Dorking road

and Catherine and Steve
heading off for a jelly and icecream party. A very
interesting ride and
destination, thanks Catherine.
David Knight

BELGIAN
BEER RALLY
MAY 2008
Last year Sandra and I and a few
friends rode off to the inaugural
BBR. We were not allowed to
officially represent Meridian or
Chelsea&Fulham chapters, so alas
no chapter flag. That didn’t stop us
from having an absolutely fantastic
time though. The BBR is hosted by
Belgium’s Hannut chapter, and they
do an excellent job in providing
great hospitality and organisation at
this popular rally.
The venue is L’Hirondelle Chateau
Oteppe in the Val de Burdinal region
of Belgium just east of Liege. Just
200 miles or so from home.
This year a larger group of us
ventured forth consisting of 18 bikes
and 26 people. It should have been

four more but Howard and Sharon
had to bail out due to Sharon’s arm
injury and Janet and Gavin from
C&F couldn’t make it because
South African Gavin couldn’t get a
visa in time. Due to a couple of
strikes/blockades in France,
protesting at the escalating price of
fuel, operation stack was in force on
the M20. So an early start was
suggested. Leaving home at 04:00
hours is not my idea of fun, but we
all converged successfully at junc 8
and the fun began.

The group consisted of Meridian,
Chelsea&Fulham and Surrey
members. All friends for some time,
and some really great characters.
The laughing started immediately
and didn’t end till we went our
separate ways on return to the wet
wind swept roads of Blighty.
We rode at a quite leisurely pace
once out of the Eurotunnel and

picked up Nick and Kath who for
some unknown reason ended up on
the earlier train. Arriving at Oteppe
about lunchtime. Bikes parked up at
our chalets it was “Beer O’clock”.
The evening approaching fast it was
time for a shower and change into
fresh clothes for the evening meal.

Meeting up with old friends, drinking
and dancing outside in the
chateau’s courtyard till the early
hours.

Not too much drink though as we
were up early for breakfast the next
day and an organised ride-out to
the Hannut dealership. Noisy pipes
may save lives!!! But they really
upset a very large circus elephant
that was being exercised in a
nearby field.
Money spent and a comparison of
expensive prices compared to the
UK, we rode back for coffee before
embarking on a massive ride-out
through Belgium’s luscious green
countryside, stopping for brief
refreshment in a very small village.
Saturday night and a fantastic party.
Marc Descamps, Hannut director,
having 1st paid tribute to Sally Baker
(Meridian), who lost her fight
against cancer in March, with a
standing one minute silence.
Much drinking, dancing, and a belly
bashing contest between Great
Western’s Shrek and Yoda with
C&F’s Grizzly. If anyone has met
Big John you will know who won.
Poor Yoda hit the floor and had to
be revived. No harm done, we all
laughed so much.

There was a tasteful striptease act
for the men and for the girls, and
our rally tickets entered into a prize
draw. Our group did well. The band
was great and the dancing went on
and on. With us leaving about
03:30.
Another ride-out on Sunday but
much later in the day giving some
much needed recovery time.
The Hannut marshals doing an
absolutely brilliant job. They are so
well organised.
On return a few relaxing drinks in
the sun listening to another
excellent band, and then, by
comparison, a quite evening
chatting and laughing, as a group,
as some of the other chapters
began leaving. Not having the
luxury of a bank holiday the next
day.
Early to bed and rise to pack. We
had decided to visit Bruges on our
journey home. Roads a little damp
on the way out we gingerly
negotiated the cobbled town
square, the sun came out all was
well, making Bruges by lunchtime.

Lunch over we rode through the
centre of town for a little posing and
then back on route for Calais.
What luck, we had heard of the
atrocious weather back in the UK,
we had enjoyed sun all weekend,
but as we hit the slip road into the
terminal it started to spit, and in the
ensuing queues we got a bit wet.
We said our goodbyes on the train
donned our wet gear and made our
separate ways home in the wind
and rain. We all agree a fantastic
time was had by all and a
provisional booking has been made
for the same chalets next year.
I hope this whets the Surrey
appetite’s for next year it would be
great if even more of us could go.
David Knight

Dorking Boot
Fair April 13

There’s a big noise made nowadays
about how we should all be green
and save the planet
From complicated ideas such as
wave energy machines, carbon
footprint evaluation (which I think
has something to do with two
strokes)
Then there’s simpler things such as
recycling, or wearing underpants for
months on end.
Well the big bad roughty toughty
bikers of this world may not think
they do their bit, but then think how
often do you go to auto jumbles or
similar looking for that elusive
widget or ganglepin for your aged
machine?.
Or in my case I normally go along
just to look at the bikes and stuff
there.
The middle of April has steadily
become traditional for the Surrey
Harley Boot Fair, and this year
Beakies Bikes who promote the
event was holding a custom show
alongside.

This year was also different for me
as I was actually on the look out for
various parts, a enthusiastic ride on
a trip to France the day before had
put paid to parts of my bike
requiring imminent replacement, so
shopping list and camera in hand I
headed out.

With the threat of showers I felt
numbers of stalls were a little down,
But Roger and his helpers were
doing sterling work on the Surrey
HOG stand.

Although a Boot Fair for Harleys,
there are a fair selection of other
bikes, I here have to admit that I
was never quite sure where the bike
show was being held.
One thing which always surprises
me is how fast the British bike
scene changes to different styles of
bikes from around the world
With the changes from high necked
bikes, to bobbers, now already onto
board track and heaven knows
where to next, baggers I presume
we seem to encompass them all.
Auto jumbles also seem to bring out
some great surprises and this year
was a two stroke Indian… and a
Harley Topper scooter neither of
which I had seen before.
Scouring the stalls and tables with
parts from the earliest bikes to the
latest sadly did not find the parts
needed for my bike, however I
found a man who can a right result.

The predicted April Showers hit big
time, and within seconds I was
wetter than an otters pocket and so
squelched home.

Roger and teams sterling effort
managed to raise a goodly amount
for the Surrey HOG charity fund.
Ian Thoburn

I hear you
knocking:
Way back in 1970 when I was a lad,
all cute and cuddly and still in shorts
(steady on ladies, form an orderly
queue) and way before I knew
much about such things about
motorcycles and music there was a
record called “I hear you knocking”
by Dave Edmunds and I loved the
record, and indeed I still have fond
memories of it. It was certainly a lot
better than “Knock Three times” a
single from the same year by Tony
Orlando and Dawn so maybe my
tastes were being honed here.
Hearing of a “big knock” rally down
at one of my favorite public houses
in Sussex, the Bat and ball at
Billingshurst, I thought Opportunity
Knocks and intrigued I went to dust
off my shorts, quickly deciding the
world is not ready for my knees and
so put jeans back on, and headed
south.
Now some of you may have already
noticed that although I ride a
modern Harley I love the older and
quirkier machines and certainly
here I found quirky galore. As the
Big Knock is the annual rally for
owners of Diesel Motorcycles and
th
indeed this is the 4 held in Britain.
The diesel engine itself was
invented around about 1892 and it
is debatable who patented it first,
but the Patent by Rudolf Diesel in
1893 is the one which we all know
now. Usually used in larger vehicles
due to the physical size of the
engines, but even as early as 1904
folk were squeezing them into
motorcycle frames, and today even
the American military have been
using them..
There are currently several
commercial makers of Diesel bikes,
many built around the Royal Enfield
Chassis but also into trials style
frame, however it is the homebuilt
specials having seen a very stylish
home built variant called the

“Ruggerfield” out and about at many
local events my appetite is
strangely wetted.

I failed miserably at. And are
genuinely some of the friendliest
folk I have met on a rally field.

There is a phrase often quoted that
England is a nation of eccentrics
and certainly owning a Diesel bike
must put this elite band into the
higher band of eccentricity.
(Although there was a high
contingent of German riders there
also) Although in the world of two
wheeled diesel transport we were
not the first but in this era of fuel
hovering around the £5 a gallon
mark and such bikes returning
around 170mph a gallon maybe
they are not so strange, slow
compared to petrol based vehicles,
maybe but not strange.

As they amassed for their ride outs
and potters around the Sussex
lanes I bade them farewell and
headed home, wondering if the
engine from my brothers diesel car
would squeeze into an old bike
frame sitting behind the garage, I’m
sure he would not miss it.

The engines for these bikes seem
to be found in the strangest places,
stationary engines seem to be a
favorite and seem to be acquired for
pence not pounds. And some are
done so well you need a double
take, for example the Harley
Sportster with the Pressure washer
engine, or the BMW with a Smart
car engine, apparently this is the
first modern diesel engine to be in a
bike.
The owners are all happy to talk
about their machines for hours on
end, and are true enthusiasts, but
oh how I wish I had learnt German
at school rather than French, which

More information on diesel bikes
can be found at www.dieselbike.net

Ian Thoburn

Sedan 2008
When I was asked to write
this article, I found myself
a little apprehensive and
unsure of what to write. As
a fairly new addition to
Surrey HOG, and having only
ridden as a pillion passenger
once before, I was told I
would have a different
perspective?!
Due to an unfortunate,
although not too serious,
accident of Nick’s on his
Sportster over Easter, we
were not on a bike for our
trip to Sedan. Instead, we
were in a rather nice Rover
MG convertible - which was
great as the weather was
fantastic!
As the majority of Harleys
met at Clacket Lane, the
usual meeting point for
these events, we headed
down to the Euro Tunnel.
We heard the noise of the
engines arrive and headed
for the que’s which is where
we met the majority of
bikes. Unfortunately a few
were turned away and had
to wait, including the leader
of the pack Keith!
The trip in the tunnel was
short and sweet, just
enough time to catch up on
some sleep from the early

start! The Total garage was
our meeting point and within
minutes the Harley clan had
all arrived. Terry on the
BMW had arrived before us
all. After a coffee and
croissant we were on our
way, but not before Keith
had given his instructions
for lunch and how to use his
camcorder!
The motorway ride was
quick and pain free (I was in
a comfortable car seat) and
we were soon at our
lunchtime destination – The
Buffalo Grill. A French twist
to an American favourite,
with both French and
English menus similar in
text! Obviously no alcohol
was allowed due to our
afternoon ride so it was
cokes and fantas all round!
Everyone had enjoyed their
dishes and were refueled to
continue the journey. A
right turn out of Buffalo
Grill and straight through
the centre of Cambrai
before our afternoon ride
could really begin.
Unfortunately, it was the
last Nick and I saw of the
bikes for the rest of the
afternoon, until we arrived
at the castle. With their
quick acceleration and other
French drivers, they took

quite a lead on us – one that
we were unable to make up!
The hotel was lovely and
gave us a real chance to
practise our French!
Fortunately, alcoholic
beverages was something we
were able to remember so
we were able to quench our
thirsts! The gorgeous
weather meant that we were
able to sit outside, making
the most of the fresh air
and view of the castle.

After a freshen up, it was
time for dinner. The English
translation of the menu was
interesting, describing
Oysters as ‘. . . . in
swimming’! Flo was fantastic
with the translations and
made sure that we all had
what we wanted! The food
was lovely and lived up to
the expectations of the
Surrey Eating Club (as they
are also known!). Filled to
the brim and topped up with
wine, it was time to sleep it
all off, ready for the next
day.
Next morning, breakfast
was served. As maps of the

days route had been given
out the previous evening, it
was just a case of planning
the route into the Tom-Tom.
We were already to go as we
realized one Surrey HOG
member was not with us –
Vic. It turns out he was still
on English time and was still
fast asleep!
The delay to the start of
our ride was not wasted, as
some of us took a stroll
around the outside walls of
the castle. The sun was
shining and there was barely
a cloud in the sky, making a
brilliant backdrop to view
the castle. Photographs
were taken, whilst Nick
recorded some footage
using the camcorder,
providing extra memories of
our trip.
Less than an hour later we
were all set to go, the roof
down on the car and the
Harleys pulling out of the
small courtyard car park.
The camcorder was set and
off we went, round the many
roundabouts of Sedan. We
were able to keep up with
the bikes most of the
morning, stopping for drinks
late morning. Here, Gary
found himself some bargains
in a small brass wear shop.
Other members followed
suit and soon we had a shoe

and horn among many other
items in amongst our drinks
on the table!
After a short break we set
of again, a very scenic ride
until lunch. Unfortunately
Nick and I made a wrong
turn and quickly lost the
group. This was not all bad
though as the Tom-Tom and
map took us straight
through the forest with lots
of pretty scenery.

Lunch was peaceful in a
small town next to a river.
People pleased themselves
for lunch and took in some
History and culture of the
town.
That evening we sipped
glasses of Champagne in the
castles courtyard and
chatted amongst ourselves.
The more adventurous of
riders, exited the castle
grounds down a steep cobble
path, some with their
pillions helmet or no helmet
at all!!
Dinner that evening was
controversial but none the
less very enjoyable. A set

menu was proposed to us all
but after much debate,
people settled for their own
choices.
Next morning it was
breakfast and time to pay
the room tab! Vic was
snoozing in the reception
area, insuring he was not
late. After everything was
settled we were off!
Keith led a scenic route
along the boarder of France
and Belgium, taking many
twists and turns. It was
great to see each of the
bikes as we went around the
corners, although the
filming on the camcorder
shows the majority of Terry
on his BMW as he was riding
behind the Harleys. This
proved to be a fun game for
Nick and I, counting how
many times he used his
break light!
We stopped late morning
for drinks and took a stroll
around the square. Some
took a trip to the small
supermarket whilst Terry
tried to cover his tracks to
a group of BMW riders, with
whom he should have been
riding with that weekend!

Harley, rather than in the
car?!
Natalie

After that it was all
motorway! The last we saw
many of the bikes was at
the services, where we
stopped for lunch. Great
fast food and plenty of
water as the weather was
still extremely hot. We said
our goodbyes and we headed
off to the Eurotunnel.
This was not the end of all
the excitement of the
weekend for some people
though. As Nick and I pulled
of the Eurotunnel back in
the UK we saw a group of
our bikes waiting below the
ramp. Dik’s starter motor
had gone, better now than in
France, but still not an ideal
situation. With the help of
Dave and Nick, Dik and
Hillary pushed the bike up
the ramp and were able to
jump-start it on the way
down. Now it was homeward
bound with no stops for
them!
A really great weekend with
super rides, fantastic
weather and brilliant
company. Maybe next time
we will take the trip on the

Surrey H-D
Spring
Bootsale
A last minute decision to have
a chapter pitch at the Surrey
H-D Bootsale back in April
proved very fruitful for those
who used the privilege.

setting up

The idea of donating 10% of
each item sold to charity
seemed to appeal and even
though the rain persisted
towards midday both Carl and
Roger stuck fast with
manning the pitch throughout!
By the end of the day almost
£900 worth of superfluous
items were sold. We even had
1066 chapter members taking
up the offer, selling their
wares and donating the 10%!
Free tea and coffee laid on
too made all member visitors
to the stall very welcome.
Eventually, rain did stop play,
but there were some very
happy vendors and buyers
alike.
It was a perfect opportunity to
finally empty out the garage
of all those bits of Harley
merchandise and make some
space…and money, at last.
As it turned out to be a
complete success, watch out

for future Surrey Bootsales
where we may have another
chapter members pitch. Now
get those unwanted shiny bits
bagged up and ready!

“A little more
response is a
good thing”
Having purchased a standard
1450 Roadking injected, I
shelled out for a pair of Vance
& Hines pipes to bring sweet
music to my ears. However,
although the bike sounded
great I felt that the power was
a little ‘lacking’ when opening
up from 50 through to 70
mph.
Now, a HOG member from
1066 mentioned this guy,
Malcolm Barton from MB
Customs in Westham (nr
Pevensey, East Sussex) who
could do a Dyno run on my
bike at a very reasonable cost
and formulate a power/torque/
fuel consumption readout.
Enough said. A quick
telephone conversation with
Malcolm and I was booked in
within days.
One Dyno run later and a
power/torque/fuel curve print
out confirmed the ‘wooliness’ I
was experiencing.
Without getting too technical
here, it showed that I was
squirting fuel in abundance in
return for poor response.
“What could be done?” I
asked. I didn’t have a power
commander or fuel booster
fitted that could be tweaked.
“Come back in two hours”,
came the reply.

Malcolm later explained that
the standard setup can be
tweaked to improve
performance by as much as
10% after cleaning the
injectors and, boy, what a
difference it made to the
performance I can tell you.
For just £50.00, Malcolm had
managed to increase power
by another 5bhp and improve
throttle response and fuel
economy at the same time!
“The proof is in the pudding”
they say. Now I would find out
if there was any improvement
on the road. Wow! I was not
disappointed. It was like riding
a different bike. Power was up
and the throttle response so
sweet I was smiling all the
way back to Horley, and this
was despite the fact that it
was raining the whole journey
back!
I telephoned Malcolm the
following day to tell him how
pleased I was with his
services. He told me that he
can check the power/torque
and fuel profile of anyones
bike on his Dyno and if he
can improve on it, he will.
If you’re interested or have
any questions, call on either
01323 743733 or 07884
312828.
Your bike will love you for it!
Roger Bonnici

A journey of a
thousand
miles begins
with a single
step.

And If you wonder where this is
leading too, well its just the kind of
way things happen to me, and how
it does not matter what happens in
the world, when its sunny and you
have a Harley everything is always
good with the world.

Or so said LaO-Tzu a Chinese
philosopher who lived 500years BC
Or in my case a walk of 5 miles
starts when a gear lever falls off on
the A31near Winchester, (now it
has to be said that this is my fault,
just after getting Millie I changed the
gear lever myself, and as most
know I am not a mechanic I am a
mechanics tea-boy) I never found
the rogue lever either so called
Assistance who were there in five
minutes result.
.
But if that’s the only problem (soon
solved by the Harley Dealer in
Southampton who sold me a nice
new chromed one, sadly no time to
peruse the bikes, I was back on the
road in 2 Hours) in the last 6
months I am happy.
Sadly this meant I missed the Bike
show I was heading for, but made it
to a party in Essex just in time for
the BBQ.

For those that follow some of my
escapades through the august
pages of BSH know I travel around
this sceptred Isle quite a lot and
sometimes in the right direction,
and so, without full details of the
rallies, which usually involve
carrying too much luggage, getting
lost, drinking, eating and making
new friends (you find HOG folk in
the strangest places), here are a
few pictures from recent events.
Next stop a belated 30,000 mile
service (by a fully qualified Harley
mechanic) and then off to Prague,
via no doubt a scenic route
Ian Thoburn

New Pipes
At Last!!
Just before xmas last year, I got bumped off my bike. A
line of cars waiting at a temporary traffic light for
roadworks in Iver Heath, with no on coming traffic I
naturally decided to filter to the front. On approaching the
2nd car there was a gap between the 2nd and 1st cars to
allow a lady to come out of her driveway. I saw her and
stood on the brakes, but her response was belated even
though it seemed she was staring at me with disbelief for
several seconds. Anyway too late, her fender hit my front
tyre and the bike proceeded to tilt. So I launched myself
off the bike as it fell over, put my hands to my head and
cried as my beloved Bobber scrapped to the ground.
When we eventually got the bike up again, there was
surprisingly no apparent damage much to my relief, but
on close inspection, the brake pedal seemed to be bent
as it had taken the brunt of the fall. So I thought ok, I can
live this till I get a new pedal. Recently on a little ride to
Dover, my mufflers fell off on the motorway passing
Maidstone. The sound almost blew my head off. Anyway
to cut a long story short, it was the catalyst to get the
stage 1, and straight shots added with a new chrome
brake pedal. What a sound, now that’s what I call a
HARLEY.
I can’t wait to get out there.
See you all soon.
Cheers
Iain Johnston

Tyred...

...and lazy
Well this could be construed as “grandmothers, eggs and
sucking” but I’m embarrassed to say that my laziness
nearly caught me out.
On leaving Bookham Grange on club night 1st May, I was
a little concerned at the vague handling characteristics of
my ‘bob. I had noticed it before and put it down to the
13,000 odd miles on the front tyre and had thought to
myself that a change was due. Although nowhere near
the wear indicators yet. I usually check my tyre pressures
regularly but due to many stressful things happening
recently I had not done so, just visually checking that
they, “Looked OK”. Well I was more than shocked when
I did check them and found them to be 10lbs down on
both front and rear. I cannot stress enough what a
difference this makes. With correct pressures reinstated / re-inflated, the bike handles beautifully like it
was on rails. A lesson learned for me and I should know
better. Being complacent is just not good at all and a
visual check can be very misleading.
Dave Knight.

HOG Group Riding
Guidance for Surrey Chapter Members.
1. Meet the group: with a FULL tank of petrol and an empty bladder. Cash/credit cards &
waterproofs are useful as most summer rides exceed 100 miles. On longer rides fuel stops are
made @ 100 mile intervals to allow for sportster riders.
2. If you are new: ask for the Road Captain or Road Marshals organising the ride to brief you on
the staggered formation & drop off system. (All Surrey HOG Road Captains & Marshals are
expected to take advanced riding & first aid training).
3. Pre-ride briefings: Pay attention; find out who is leading and who is riding as ‘tail end Charlie’.
Whenever possible we use two Marshals at the back. If there is a problem one of these Marshals
can ride to the front of the group should a problem occur. Marshals may wear a yellow tabard
at the discretion of the Road Captain. Always note the final destination.
4. Riding in a large group: HOG groups ride two bike abreast in a staggered formation. Leave two
bike lengths (2 second gap @ motorway speeds) between you and the bike in front. Look ahead
as far down the group as possible to avoid the risk of panic braking. Keep a constant check
in your rear view mirrors and always use the ‘lifesaver’ check before changing direction.
Manoeuvre into a single file on narrow and twisty roads. Don’t allow a large gap to develop
between you and the bike in front, you will cause the group to bunch up behind you. If you have a
problem raise your hand at a stop and a Marshal will assist you. Point to your tank if you are low
on petrol and to your mouth if you need food or a convenience stop.

5. The drop off: If you are the bike behind the leader be prepared - you will be expected to
‘drop off’ at the next junction to mark the route. If the Road Captain turns left he will point
sharply at the kerb prior to the turn. Pull over with your left indicator flashing and wait
until you see the tail end rider. Try to re-join the group just in front of the tail rider.
If the Road captain turns right he will point sharply at the nearside kerb as you enter the right
turning. Stop as close as possible 5-10 feet max. from the junction with your right indicator
flashing. You should be clearly visible to riders behind you as they approach the right turn.
Again wait until you see the tail end rider and try to re-join the group just in front of the
tail rider. Same rules apply to roundabouts etc.
6. Problem stops: Riders in front of you may slow down and stop for no apparent reason!
If they are experiencing mechanical problems or are about to go onto reserve a hand signal may
not be possible. Should the group need to stop in an emergency please try to slot into single file
without blocking the road, the last two riders should activate their hazard signals to warn on
coming traffic. Please ensure your passengers dismount kerbside. You (the rider) are
responsible for their safety, as well as your own at all times.
Graham Woods
Safety Officer Surrey HOG
RoSPA

2005 ruction
Chapter redirected by DP9

Dave Deverell
appointed DP9

2005
Ian Foster Poole
appointed DP8 when
DP7 leaves after 6
months

2004

Jeff Fallon
exits and
forms
SCUK

1995

1993

31 Oct 1991
Surrey HOG
founded

1991

1992

John Wilson
appointed as
Chapter Director #1
(for 2 years)

1990

Surrey HOG Chapter (#9084)
has been affiliated under the
HOG Charter since 31 Oct 91.
For further details, please visit
www.surreyhog.info

Owner/DP1 Simon
Fenning continues to
operate from Havenbury
Estate in Dorking
Jeff Fallon
appointed Chapter
Director #4
(for 3 years)

2002

Simon Woods
appointed DP7 (DP6
Mark Reading served
only a short time)

DP5 leaves
for Thames
Valley

1989

Motovecchia Italian
Classics becomes
Surrey H-D, selling
Harleys & Ducattis

1988

1994

John Wilson
leaves to
form AMOC

Others leave to
form North Downs
Harley Owners
Club

Albert
Rapacioli appointed
Chapter Director #2
(for 7 years)
1993 ruction
Chapter redirected by DP1

Simon
Danckwerts
appointed DP2
Simon Fenning
sells Surrey-HD
to Pendragon

2003

2001

Neil Hart
appointed Chapter
Director #3
(for 2 years)

1996

2000
Paul Stephenson
appointed DP5 (DP3
Bob Ellis only served 3
mths and DP4 Tony
Hann even less)

1999

1998

1997

Pendragon moves
Surrey H-D to
Dorking High Street

Dave Deverell becomes
Chapter Director #5
(for 1 year)

2006

Surrey H-D closes
after Pendragon
franchise ends

2007

Chapter supported
by HOG UK until
new dealership
opens

Chapter looked after by
Assistant Directors Dik
Gregory & Keith Dorling
(for last 2 years)

Closedown supervised
by DP10 John Hunt
(for 4 days!) and
DP11 John Travail

2008

Guildford HarleyDavidson to be opened
as new dealership in
Summer 2008

New Director to
be appointed when
dealership opens

We can't wait!

We are delighted to be one of the 30 HOG Chapters in the UK.
We are honoured to be one of the five organising Chapters of
UK's biggest HOG Rally. We are proud to offer one of the best
ride-out programmes in the country. And we look forward to
continuing it all in partnership with our new dealership!

A period of solid
Chapter growth
under Albert

Like all official HOG Chapters, Surrey's story is inextricably intertwined with that
of its Sponsoring Dealership. Surrey HOG was founded 17 years ago in 1991. It
has survived two ructions, two dealerships, five Directors and rather a lot of
Dealer Principals. It has all made us very resilient, very aware of what we're
about, and very positive in doing it!

Surrey HOG is 17 years old: a short history

Magazine:
Remember this is YOUR Magazine
- we encourage our members to create their
own articles!
Do you have an interesting story with pictures of a
Chapter event that you have attended? Why not
Download the members ‘WORD’ template from our web
site, create your own page and forward it for publication
to graham.woods@surreyhog.info
(The commitee reserve the right to edit out any offensive material)

WEBSITE: http://www.surreyhog.info our
website is your first port of call for the latest on what's
happening. It has a lot of information of interest to
Chapter members, and is maintained on a day by day
basis so that it is fully up to date. Finally, it contains a
historical record of what we have been up to - including
pictures. Is there anything else you would like to see on
the website? then contact
dik.gregory@surreyhog.info

Copyright disclaimer
All articles in this Newsletter are published with the express
permission of their authors, all of whom warrant that the works are
original and that all copyright to their content is vested in them for
this purpose. Copyright of all material remains with their authors
who have nevertheless agreed that Surrey HOG may use or re-use
their materials for the bona fide purposes of the Chapter without
the need for further permissions.
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